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A human being is not just the sum of 
all his physical organs. There is much more 
within him, which defies his ordinary 
senses and sciences. Prophets said "You. 
have God within you". The maxim is 
expanded by saying, "You have soul within 
you and the soul is a ray of God's own 
Light, nay, it is God Himself'. The 
appropriate word for soul in the Zoroastrian 
Science would be 'Ruvan'. 

Well then, if Ruvan is the Light of 
God within us why does it not shine? 

Light, as we understand it, is a form of 
energy. Energy, in the simplest, sense, is 
something moving. Some motion, some 
activity, is the indication of energy. Light 
was once considered to be a motion in a very 
subtle medium, ether. It was supposed to be 
pervading everywhere in the universe, Even 
where there was nothing - absolutely nothing 
- there was ether, but it was unobservable 
and undetectable by any means. Light was a 
mere motion in ether i.e. it traveled in the 
form of regularly patterned waves in ether. 
So, light was waves and waves were in ether. 

But somebody came up with an 
experiment to prove that there could not 
simply be any such substance like 

ether in the universe; and yet light did 
behave like waves! That means waves were 
formed in nothing. Here was a motion 
without there being anything to move in! 

And then somebody else came up with 
experiments to show that light was not 
waves; it was a stream of very very small 
bullets - i.e. particles. But particles of what? 
Not of any matter, but of energy! That 
again is most curious. Can 'energy' be 
bundled up in bullets or particles or 
packets? How can such an abstract thing be 
packed in tiny bundles? 

But physicists found out that Some-
body has tied up these energy bundles! 
They gave them some nice names like 
energy-quanta or energy packets or even 
bundles and more pompously photons. 

Baffling thing this energy is - if at all it is a 
thing! 

But there is a moral to the story. 
Energy - even physical energy of our every 
day experience - is not easy to understand; 
sometimes it is impossible to understand. 
That thing light, even after somebody found 
out that it was made up of energy packets; 
did not stop behaving like waves. It 
behaved like a wave and a particle both - a 
monstrous, almost ghost like, performance! 



 

Yet it is there, everywhere. Energy 
is within the tiniest particle of matter; 
energy is in the whole universe; and of 
all sorts. Light is one; heat and sound 
and electricity are other forms of 
energy. And have you not came across 
the famous expressions presently 
current amongst us, (the intelligent 
monkies of this small sphere) like "the 
nuclear energy" and "the energy crisis" 
- apart from "solar energy" and 
"muscular energy"? And yet what is it, 
nobody can define or even describe. 

The Zoroastrian Science says, all 
these are physical energies which we, 
the mortals of the earth, do somehow 
experience. But in Nature there are 
ultra-physical and spiritual energies, 
which we cannot even imagine. That 
seems rather reasonable, isn’t it? When 
the physical energies of our experience 
are so baffling, what will ultra-physical 
be? 

These subtler energies are every-
where in Nature outside, us as also deep 
within us. In truth, the physical energies 
of the universe are the coarser forms of 
such subtle spiritual energies. And the 
energies whirling in our physical bodies 
(like your muscular energy or digestive 
energy or cell-energy or even thought 
energy) are also the manifestations of 
spiritual energies vibrating deep within 
us. 

This means we have besides our physical 
bodies, same subtler energy bodies in us. 
Zoroastrian Science (may I hereafter call it 'Z 
Sdence' much to the relief of the printer?) 
gives a classification of 'bodies' of a human. 
(Here the word body is not confined to 
physical; even God is included in it as you 
will see further on). There are in this sense 
nine bodies or parts of a human being, 
divided in three triplets: 

First triplet: Tanu, Gaetha, ,Azda. 
Second-, Triplet: Tevishi,. Ushtan- ap, 
Keherp 
-Third Triplet: Ruvan, - Baodhang, 

 Fravashi 
In the first triplet, Tanu and Gaetha are 

our physical bodies – the body made, up of 
exterior and interior organs like legs and 
liver, eyes and intestine, hair and heart – let 
us say the Doctor’s body. The third part – 
Azda – of the first triplet consists of our 
nervous system and those other subtler 
systems- which experts on yogic exercises 
(or ‘Asana’s) often refer to. Azda is a 
regular transition from physical to' ultra-
physical. Nerves and brain are physical all 
right but their behavior is, very often, found 
to be entirely inexplicable by any physical 
standards. They are a threshold of the 
subtler region within. Cross the threshold 
and we enter into the subtler region of 
Azda. 

This region is a part of our ultra-
physical energy body. It receives its energy 
from still higher and subtler energies of the 
second triplet Tevishi, Ushtan-ap, Keherp. 
But about that triplet, Later. Let me tell 
you something more about Azda, the 
transitory energy body that is subtler 
than the physical, but coarser, than, the 
second triplet.  

As a workable imagination, you can 
think on Azda as some subtle wave front 
inside you pervading every point of your 
physical body and also spread a little bit 
outside, around you. I had in the issue 
no. 3 of Vol. 2 of this humble Dini Avaz 
(May-June 1977) told you about 
'Aipi', a subtle ehteric cloud--like body 
surrounding every, human being. The 
coarser part of this Aipi has been 
photographed by the Russian couple, 



 

Kirlian's, and I was telling you the 
interesting story of how Kirlian almost 
accidentally stumbled over the astonishing 
discovery, and how it works. 

The object to be studied, say a leaf or a 
human hand is placed in the specially made 
instrument (you may call it equipment or 
machine or apparatus or whatever you like) 
where it is subjected to a high frequency 
electric current. The object is then seen 
radiating multi-coloured lights from its 
various points. It seems as if the leaf or hand 
has various dots on it, from which the light 
radiates out. That baffling thing - light, 
again! 
But forget the light and think of the dots. 
The human hand in Kirlian machine looks 
like the Milky Way in a starry sky or a 
fireworks display; there are sparks and 
glares and flashes and glitters and twinkles, 
all with beautiful colours. 

Where does the hand get all this from? 
Is it the result of the electric field? The 
answer is: it is already there; only we don't 
see it, and can see only through the Kirlian 
apparatus. But what is that - IT? 

Kirlian experiments showed some 
wonderful things. If a normally looking 
leaf was from a diseased plant, K-machine 
found that out. If the person whose hand or 
limb was placed in the machine was 
emotionally upset or mentally nervous or 
even physically tired, K-apparatus found 
that out. Even if a disease is approaching 
and there are no visible symptoms, K-
machine would predict much before the 
actual onset. 

The discovery then is that every living 
thing, a plant or an animal or a human has 
not only a physical body but also a 
counterpart body of energy, 

The Russians have given it a bombastic  
name: "The Biological Plasma Body". It is 
the 'energy double' of every organ, tissue 
and even cell. It surrounds like a matrix or 
field around every living thing including that 
very important thing yourself. Some  
people call it AURA. And it is not the 
monopoly of Saints; even sinners have it. It 
is the part and parcel of any living thing. 

And it is well organized. It has shapes 
and colours. In an unhealthy state, its shape 
is distorted or colours fade. It is affected by 
all your thoughts and emotions, and 
devotions and diseases! 

And it has been found that it reacts to 
cosmic occurrences. The sun-spots and the 
moon and the coming storm and perhaps 
even the planetary positions affect it. 



 

What a discovery! ! Of what is this 
subtle energy body made, no body knows. 
What is this new kind of energy, no body 
knows. And will any scientist know - when 
ordinary light behaves ghost like?  

Some indications are gathered. For 
instance, the K-machine shows dots of 
light on human limbs. Perhaps each dot 
may be some centre of energy. It may be 
like a small bulb of light on a big 
luminescent board - the whole energy 
body. And when the limb has a disease 
actual or on - coming, these dots fade and 
flicker. Can there be a relation between the 
dots and disease? And if so, can the dots be 
repaired so that the disease may be cured? 
 Dots. . .. points ...............disease.... 
cure. . .. subtle energy centers.... why! 
Somebody is doing that since 5,000 years, 
it is said! Those Chinese acupuncture 
doctors! They do prick pins at some points 
on the body and claim big cures. Have 
their pin-pricks anything to do with Kirlian 
energy dots? These Chinese say we cure 
diseases by touching some vital points by a 
pin: there are about 700 such vital points 
on a human body. They have a chart of the 
body showing the 700 pin-points. Can the 
chart be compared with a chart of light 
points arrived at through K-apparatus? 
 That can be done and has been 
done. 

In 1953, one Dr. Mikhail Kuzmich 
Gaikin came across an article on K 
photography. The idea of energy dots on a 
human body struck him with a bang. He 
was once a surgeon in the army and was on 
a front line somewhere very near China. 
There he had seen Chinese Doctors curing; 
incurable diseases only by pin- 

pricks. It was unbelievable in, theory, but 
worked in practice with amazing success. 
How do you do it? He had asked the 
acupuncture Doctors. 
They gave an explanation more amusing 
than their cures. 

Every human has in him the Vital 
Energy, they explained. This runs throughout 
the whole body in certain well designed 
subtle channels. Mind, this is not the 
muscular energy or the energy running in 
nerves. It is some-thing beyond, and not 
discermible by any mortal means. Its
channels and pathways are also too subtle to 
be found out. But the ancient Chinese Saint 
Doctors knew about this ultra physical 
energy and its channels and taught how to 
use it for curing diseases. They mapped out a 
chart of seven hundred points on the skin of 
the entire human body.  

These points, they say, are in 
communication with each organ of the body. 
The Vital energy reaches the organs through 
the channels. The physical, mental 
psychological and even spiritual state of the 
human depends upon this energy flow. Some 
defect in the flow causes disease. If it is to 
be cured, the defect must be removed and 
the flow restored to its original intensity. 
This is done by touching with a pin one or 
the other of the 700 vital points on the skin, 
which are connected vitally with the energy 
channels. The mere prick at the exact point 
restores the balance of the energy flow in the 
concerned channel; the affected part or 
organ or place of the body starts receiving 
the proper vital flow again, and the disease 
disappears. As an instance (and it is the only 
one I loosely know) a point on the inside tip 
of the little finger of the right hand lies on 
the energy channel 



 

leading to the heart. A prick on the point can 
cure a heart ailment! 

Dr. Gaikin had heard this with awe and 
wonder and perhaps sceptism; but when he 
himself learnt acupuncture and began to 
apply it to his patients, his sceptism melted. 
They got, in fact, better and cured! 
Whatever the philosophy or mysticism of it, 
the most essential point about this 700 
points prick surgery is that IT WORKS! So 
why bother about the mysticism behind it? 

But when Dr. Gaikin read about 
Kirlian, he sat amazed! Are the K-dots same 
as acupuncture points? That must be found 
out. He traveled right from Lehingrad to 
Krasnodar, southeast of Crimea, a very long 
distance. But it was a scientific pilgrimage. 
Here was, perhaps, a modern proof of an 
ancient Science. He arrived and met the 
Kirlians……… 

I may remind you that our present 
subject is Sudreh-Kushti. I have enunciated 
the Truth about them that they are liberators 
of our inner spiritual energy and absorbers of 
the external Yazatic Energies. To elaborate 
this Truth, I am talking to you about inner 
energies in a human being and that is the 
how the physical energies, the ghost 
performance of light, ultra physical energies, 
K-photography, Chinese acupuncture, vital 
energy points and channels, energy body, 
bio-plasmic body and aura - have entered in 
our discussion. Don't you find it interesting? 
……….More will follow, I assure you. 

Z-Science is the Science of all sciences. 

(To be continued) 
* * 


